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Chips challenge free
I used to play this game on my first PC, and I remember that I got addicted very quickly. It was given to me by a friend who had a powerful machine and used to play some new releases. But that’s not important. When I first heard the name, I thought that this would be a game with food, but when I played it, I realised that the "chips" were
computer hardware. In this game, you take the control of a little guy who must collect a certain number of cosmic computer chips to unlock a passage to complete the level. For 1989, this game is terrific. Don’t think that all you have to do is walk around collecting chips. The later levels are hard, and you must plan every step very carefully,
so you can finish the level. On the first levels there are hints, and I suggest that you read them. There are monsters ranging from balls to some strange-looking creatures. There are six different terrains, and each has its own effect on your character. Normal terrain and mud don't affect you, but there are also ice, fire, water, and something
that is like a moving sidewalk. To pass through these terrains, you need to get special shoes. Be careful not to pass by the "guy", as he will take all the shoes you have. He can also be pretty useful sometimes. Some of the machines are teleporters, switches, doors, and circles that you will stick to. To unlock a door, you’ll have to get the
key of the same colour as the lock symbol on the door. For the sticky circles, you have to push a block on a switch, which will make the circle normal. I almost forgot: there are bombs, too. To pass through, you’ll have to make them explode. This is achieved by pushing a block on them or activating an object that will move towards them.
There are also chips behind moving blocks. Sometimes you’ll have to push blocks into the water so you can cross and retrieve your chip. As for the graphics, I think they're good for 1989 - maybe very good. There is an option for sound effects, but they don’t play on my system. There is background music which sounds great and which
resembles the music in Charlie Chaplin movies. I give this game a 4, because it was a great game for 1989; however, despite the monsters and unexpected bits, it can become monotonous collecting chips. It’s quite difficult to pass the later levels and takes a lot of time and patience. A level editor would have been great, but this game
doesn’t have one. Try this game, and you won’t be disappointed. It’s great fun when you have nothing to do. Thanks, mouse31e, for giving this game to me. Page 2 editor rating:6246 people rate:5.03.3 Supaplex I was pretty unsure under which category to put this game, at first thinking that strategy is the most appropriate since it plays
the biggest role in the gameplay. However, Supaplex is a lot more than just a strategy game. It is also packed with action which makes it an extremely dynamic and interesting game. That's why it found its way into the puzzle section. You play a role of a computer bug made in the image of pac-man. On each level, your task is to consume
all atoms and then reach the exit point. To do this you will have to evade anti-virus softwares which is represented by scissors, firewalls that look like big bombs, short-circuits that will fry you and many more interesting obstacles. You will need to carefully plan your movement throughout the levels. There are 111 levels in total. The sound
is excellent and fulfills the "mood" perfectly. Graphics are very fluid and easy on the eyes. This is an all-around enjoyable game that will provide you with days and perhaps months of fun. The concept is original, the execution flawless so I don't see why it shouldn't deserve a 5 point mark! Strongly recommended! Want to get your
childhood back on your Windows 32-bit computer? Well now you can! The original "Chips Challenge" is avaliable for download! The screenshot above shows what you get. How to set it up? Download the zip and Extract the files to any directory on your PC. For example, "C:\Games\chip" and once done, run "CHIPS.EXE". Have fun!
Arrows move (up down left and right) get all computer chips to go to the next level. About box says "(c) 1992 Microsoft Corp." so it is quite old. The game will not work on 64-bit computers. so anybody who has a 64-bit computer, bad luck! Will work on any windows computer (except from the dreaded windows 8, ugh the tiles). So anyway,
here is the download for it, in all it's glory: Chip's Challenge, a classic puzzler from the earliest days of PC gaming, is now free to download on Steam, 30 years after its initial release. Over 30 years ago, Chip’s Challenge by Chuck Sommerville was released. Now, the retro game is once more available, for free, via Valve's everpopular game distribution service, Steam. The game was originally released on Atari, but mainly entered the public eye when it came to PC, becoming a staple of gaming for players in the early '90s. Widely praised as being one of the best puzzle games of its time, players of Chip’s Challenge had to guide Chip McChallahan through
various tile-based levels until he reaches Melinda the Mental Marvel. Twitter account Chuck’s Challenge recently announced that Steam is now making the title free, a move that has launched many fans right back into their childhood. For not a single penny, players can once again brave Melinda’s Clubhouse and prove themselves worthy
of the Bit Buster’s Club. By donning flippers to avoid fire pits, cherry bombs and giant ants - while of course not forgetting to meticulously save the unique level codes - players can work their way through the whopping 149 levels of Chip's Challenge, just as many did decades ago. For many gaming fans today, Chip’s Challenge was the
start of their lifelong love affair for all things pixelated. This chance to take a trip down memory lane to a simpler time is a breath of fresh air. This year in particular, when so many people are badly in need of a simple way to destress, the opportunity for some sentimental escapism will be readily grabbed. Chip’s Challenge going
free on Steam will offer players just that. Sometimes, methodically moving blocks over geometric water holes is just what is needed for the mind, body, and soul. Next: Retro Gaming Subscription: How to Stream Thousands of Popular Arcade Games Source: Chuck's Challenge/Twitter Razer's Compact & Modular Tomahawk Gaming
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